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11.1 Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the shape, orientation, and motion of discontinuities in the
magnetic field, as sampled by an array of closely separated spacecraft. Our central purpose
is to introduce an established analysis method, designed to determine these properties. We
describe the use of the technique and its application to simulated as well as real data.
We first discuss the methodology adopted and then briefly present the application to both
planar and non-planar event models in situations of linearly accelerating motion. The
ability of the analysis to distinguish between non-constant motion and surface curvature is
discussed. It is stressed that this chapter concentrates on the analysis of magnetic field data
alone, since methods which incorporate multi-instrument data are predominantly limited
to single spacecraft techniques at the present time (see, for example, Chapters8 and9).

Discontinuity analysisis used generically to describe the set of multi-spacecraft mag-
netometer analysis methods, which are best used in situations when the dominant, or most
interesting, event scale length is much shorter than the spacecraft separation distances
(the boundary structure is thin). As we discuss below, for such events where the spatial
sampling is well below the effective Nyquist sampling rate, one first seeks parameters
describing macroscopic properties of the event. As a secondary aim, one can assess the
possibility of a more detailed analysis of structure. In ordering the data set, the analysis
relies on an interpretation of the spatial content in the individual time series of each space-
craft in terms of its variance, and via the solenoidality of the field [Sonnerup and Cahill,
1967]. The thin boundary regime allows this coordination, within each spacecraft data
set, to be made independently from comparisons across the spacecraft array. Additionally,
boundary structure here is typically assumed to be quasi-static in its own frame, but mov-
ing with respect to the spacecraft (we refer to this as “the degree of stationarity”). Thus,
macroscopic analysis requires two things: firstly, a limit on the degree of time dependence
in the data to be useful, and secondly, that the data can be characterised in terms of a “thin
boundary”.

It is interesting to note in passing that an opposing data regime occurs when the event
scale length of variation is well in excess of the spacecraft separations. Direct differencing
of inter-spacecraft measurements can then usefully approximate the differential changes in
the field locally between spacecraft. In other words, the spatial content in the time series
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272 11. DISCONTINUITY ANALYSIS: ORIENTATION AND MOTION

for any one spacecraft is then less critical and coordination of the data is primarily across
spacecraft (and is purely a multipoint analysis for each quantity).

In fact,Dunlop et al.[1988] have identified three broad characterisations of magnetic
field analysis pertinent to a Cluster-like mission; namely, the Curlometer, the Wave Tele-
scope and the Discontinuity Analyser. The curlometer method (covered in detail in Chap-
ter 16, for example) is an analysis technique best used when high spatial sampling rates
can be achieved. On the other hand, when event scales are of the order of the spacecraft
separations, Fourier domain analysis techniques play an important role, such as the wave
telescope or mode filter (see, for example, Chapters3 and4, for current analysis methods
applying to space data). Such techniques rely on successful coordination of the data across
both spacecraft positions and channels (instruments and components) simultaneously. To-
gether with the discontinuity analyser, these techniques correspond to the three ranges of
spacecraft separation distances relative to scale lengths of the physical structure sampled.

The Discontinuity Analyser formerly existed only in outline [Dunlop et al., 1988] un-
til Mottez and Chanteur[1994] described the possibility of using the Cluster array to
determine local geometric properties relating to the surface of a discontinuity. Although
there are few other direct references to a discontinuity analyser for a phased array such
as Cluster, an early design of discontinuity analysis was made byRussell et al.[1983],
who describe a method of accurate determination of shocks using four widely separated
spacecraft, averaging the normals determined at each different spacecraft while assuming
constant velocity of the planar discontinuity. (See section10.4.3for a discussion of this
method.)

Boundary structures, including shocks, current sheets and other forms of discontinu-
ities at plasma boundaries, have been studied extensively in the past (particularly, the
Earth’s bow shock and magnetopause), predominantly using single spacecraft data and
sometimes by using multiple data sets from different instruments. A few dual spacecraft
studies have been carried out, namely the ISEE-1 and -2 probes and the AMPTE/UKS
and IRM pair, and some for special events covered fortuitously by largely separated and
uncoordinated spacecraft.

It is known from single and dual spacecraft studies that the complexity of the physical
structure (microscopic properties), together with its evolution in time, limits the macro-
scopic features which can be obtained from data on the boundary (its shape, orientation
and motion). Typically, under assumptions of local planarity and some degree of stationar-
ity [Bendat and Piersol, 1986] for the sampled event, little more than the orientation of the
discontinuity, or perhaps simple motion for particular events, can be obtained with single
spacecraft.

Additionally, the quality of these estimates depends upon the detailed microstructure
in the sampled discontinuity. These include the presence of natural noise, wave or other
properties, which can confuse simple model assumptions for the boundary unless either
the structure is sampled fortuitously or judicious spectral filtering is possible. The latter
will depend upon the degree to which the properties are in some sense conflicting in their
effect.

Furthermore, no unambiguous check on consistency, if the assumptions are wrong,
is available from single spacecraft information, except in special circumstances. Single
spacecraft analysis usually combines data across measurement channels (field and plasma
quantities and components). For example, minimum variance analysis (MVA) is over
the components of the magnetic field through the requirement of solenoidality, and when
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planarity is assumed MVA yields the boundary normals (Chapter8).
The effect of extra anomalous physical structure in the boundary therefore provides

a context for the analysis and needs to be known at some level of detail. The general
problem posed in extending the analysis to multi-spacecraft data is how to combine the
information self-consistently when the single spacecraft assumptions on the macroscopic
behaviour are relaxed.

11.2 Methodology

11.2.1 General assumptions

The specific technique applied in Section11.4 is currently built on a method which
seeks to find a planar discontinuity (local to the spacecraft configuration), or to determine
the degree of non-planarity, based on limited knowledge of the boundary motion. This
application of discontinuity analysis is termed the planar-DA. The method emphasises,
and can determine, motional properties when the boundary is found to be planar. Other-
wise, only qualitative indications of curvature result, in the limit of small deviations from
planarity (on the spacecraft separation scale).

Whether any analysis is able to distinguish between non-constant motion and surface
curvature is a more subtle issue and needs some interpretation (this point is discussed later
in Section11.5). A determination of the surface properties, curvature and orientation, in
fact requires an assumption of boundary motion; typically of constant velocity, and is the
approach discussed in Section11.5.2. Such an assumption is extremely difficult to check,
however, and is one reason the planar-DA approach is taken.

Another important aspect driving the cautious approach adopted here is that low noise
levels on the data signature (arising from either instrument effects or additional signal) are
required to show the significance of either non-constant motion or curvature. The role of
noise is demonstrated and discussed below in Section11.4.3and11.5.5.

This form of the Discontinuity Analyser has been tested with simple event modelling
tools, which reflect a number of structural properties of the field and form part of the
software tools. We also employ a number of simple, geometric models for static fields.
These are functions in space, in the form of: discontinuities with or without constant field
magnitude, current sheets and 2-D curved boundaries based on scalar potential functions.
We have simulated data from these using a number of trajectories of up to four spacecraft,
and with a constant acceleration on the motion. In the absence of truly coordinated, multi-
spacecraft data, such event models are a key test for the technique, but are not integral to
the method. We describe, in Section11.A, the models used here to simulate data, together
with (in Section11.4) results arising from a variety of runs with these.

In addition, during real event selection, it may enhance performance to filter any
anomalous (to the basic boundary structure under investigation) signal if possible. Any
filtering applied to the data will depend on the event properties (or assumptions of these),
but may not necessarily help analysis quality. This, and other forms of preparation of the
data to enhance the analysis quality, is important, but is only briefly treated here. We re-
gard it as a single spacecraft analysis for which there is much description in Chapter2 and
elsewhere.
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Figure 11.1: Conceptual flow for the boundary analysis.

11.2.2 Method outline

In view of the above assumptions in Section11.2.1, we have developed a hierarchically-
based methodology, consisting of four principal stages. These are an initial data pre-
selection phase, a normal stability analysis, determination of crossing times, and finally a
combined analysis of boundary normals. The principal components of the analysis proce-
dure are identified in Figure11.1and are described below:

1. Data Pre-selection:
This process, represented by the second (from the top) box in the flow chart, serves
to identify candidate data intervals which may possess the signature of a disconti-
nuity detected on all spacecraft present. Predominantly, this depends on recognition
of the event in the individual spacecraft data and selection is little different when
only one spacecraft samples the structure. Clearly, however, the character of the
event should show similarities amongst the spacecraft and this can often help dis-
tinguish between the signatures in complex encounters, such as the case of multiple
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crossings. Since here we concentrate on demonstrations of the technique using sim-
ulated events, and most event identification methods are commonly known from
single spacecraft studies, we do not discuss these explicitly now. Routines such as
variance or spectral analysis, cross-correlations, tests for planarity [Farrugia et al.,
1990] and stationarity [Chapman and Dunlop, 1993] are used here.

2. Normal Stability:
The third box in Figure11.1 represents a set of single spacecraft methods which
potentially can be used to determine the principal directions (local to each space-
craft) for the boundary structure; the intention being to reveal the boundary normal
directions. Since we analyse only magnetic field data and hence current based dis-
continuities, the stability of the boundary (surface) normals is determined, by initial
choice, using minimum variance analysis (MVA) on a set of nested data intervals.
Furthermore it is assessed for each spacecraft data set separately. Clearly, this analy-
sis on the individual spacecraft, allows very few initial assumptions on the nature of
the crossings to be made. Equivalent inspection of the boundary (for example, com-
putation of tangential discontinuity normals) and analysis of the degree of planar
ordering is then contained within a secondary diagnostic analysis. These diagnos-
tics allow the stability of the normals to be traced over repeated computation when
the selected interval is varied. Failure to detect a stable normal requires a return to
the data pre-selection process. Either further pre-selection or pre-filtering is then
carried out, or rejection of that particular interval of data. A wave propagating along
a boundary, for example, will affect the result obtained from normal determination,
but may often be suppressed or the effect on MVA clarified, by suitable high or low
pass filtering [Dunlop et al., 1996].

3. Crossing Times:
The fourth box in Figure11.1represents the procedure which seeks times at which
the boundary, identified in step2, crossed each spacecraft. In order to identify these
times, the centre of the boundary signature for each spacecraft data set has to be lo-
cated by curve fitting, or otherwise (for example, by inspection). Note that the suc-
cess of MVA provides a canonical (natural) coordinate system which best represents
the boundary in the data and this is taken advantage of in the current procedure. If
the boundary is revealed clearly, inspection often provides the most accurate method
of identification, if intensive, since it does not require presumptions on the form of
the signature in the data. Modern visualisation tools are sufficient to make this user
interaction very feasible, and are used in the software tools described in this chapter.

4. Boundary Properties:
The bottom two boxes in Figure11.1presume that, in principle, the motion and/or
topology of the boundary can be analysed. The core, multi-spacecraft technique
is represented by this part of the flow chart, with the details of application hidden,
since they are described in detail below for each key encounter situation. As men-
tioned above, this core technique is currently based on an assumption of planarity,
but where deviations from planarity can be identified. In general, any interpretation
of the spatial structure has to be made in the context of self-consistency between
the normal directions and the motion or topology of the boundary. The form of any
check on consistency depends upon the implied properties of the boundary (whether
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it is planar or non-planar, or has constant or non-constant motion). A planar bound-
ary is consistent with colinear normals (within the implied error from the variance
analysis), but non-planarity is not necessarily the only source for significantly non-
colinear normals. For instance, the differences between the spacecraft normals may
arise from other than simple boundary structure, and then further pre-filtering must
be attempted, or there may exist no physical significance to the differences between
the spacecraft normals, and then the analysis is ambiguous. The interpretation may
also be obscured when the relative timing in step3 arises from a combined effect of
non-constant motion and curvature.

The procedural loop(s) implied by the checks on consistency in steps3 and4, assume
some interaction between the interpretation of the normal analysis in step2 (single space-
craft) and the choice of combined analysis in step4. As stated there, strong, consistent and
closely colinear normals imply good planarity, and then allow more detail on the bound-
ary motion to be determined in principle (noise permitting). Non-planar boundaries are
implied by significantly non-colinear (stable) normals; but the significance needs to be
established (see section11.4.1). Quantitative analysis in the presence of curvature will be
addressed in section11.5.

If the whole process is successful, the results will yield parameters characterising the
boundary. Note, however, that the independent determination of the normals at each space-
craft is what allows the other macroscopic properties (shape, orientation and motion) to
be checked during the subsequent analysis, rather than assumed. These two stages are
pursued rather independently in the current technique, requiring caveats on their interpre-
tation to be considered (as above). In principle they could be combined self-consistently,
but then a problem of weighting each stage arises (as is considered in Section11.5.6and
is touched on in Chapter10).

11.3 Pre-Selection Issues

11.3.1 Assumptions

In the issues discussed below, stationarity and planarity are addressed in terms of the
particular event properties and as part of the pre-selection procedure, although both of
these properties enter into the development of the discontinuity analysis. For example,
the basic planar-DA technique described below allows a degree of motional analysis to be
made, but strict planarity of the field is not required for multi-spacecraft analysis. On the
other hand, stationarity is generally assumed as a basic assumption of the analysis. For
instance, non-dispersive structures, at least, are required for planar analysis, and for quan-
titative determination of parameters some assumptions of convective motion of a quasi-
static structure must be made. General assumptions governing methodology have been
presented above in Section11.2.

11.3.2 Boundary Normal Analysis

Since we limit the analysis here to magnetic field data in the technique described below,
it is natural to make use of the variance properties of magnetic vector. The behaviour of
the magnetic field is constrained by the condition of solenoidality∇ · B = 0. In terms
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of the magnetic field variations, this constraint effectively links the direction of minimum
variance to the boundary normal for simple, 1-D structures [Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967].
Chapter8 discusses the various detailed forms of this method, which essentially differ in
their approach to the statistical analysis which is employed to find the minimum variance
direction. We briefly recall here the governing equations for MVAB, defined there, in order
to compare to the procedure for the planarity test which is introduced in the next section.

The variance (computed over some data interval in time, represented by the sum over
n in the equations below) of the component of the magnetic field vector along some direc-
tion, x̂, is defined by

σ 2
x =

1

N

∑
n

(
Bn

· x̂ − 〈B〉 · x̂
)2

, 〈x̂〉 = 1

The minimisation procedure for this quantity is identical to solving the eigenvalue
equation for the matrixM, defined below, where the minimum eigenvalue defines the di-
rection of minimum variance through its corresponding eigenvector. Thus,M satisfies

Mx̂ = λx̂ , Mij ≡
1

N

∑
n

(
Bni B

n
j − 〈Bi〉〈Bj 〉

)
The diagonalisation of this variance matrix, which contains all information on the com-

ponent variances, generally can always be performed and gives the principal values and
axes which characterise the variance ellipsoid. The association of these principal values
with the boundary normal of a discontinuity is a physical interpretation of the event being
sampled, however. The quality of the final result, therefore, has a physical component as
well as a component relating to the nature of the measurements. The former describes how
accurate the model of the event is and how the presence of additional real structure may
affect the calculation, while the latter is reflected in the statistical variations, which, never-
theless, arise also as a result of the detailed properties of the event. The way in which these
contribute to the uncertainty in the determination of boundary normals, and the stability of
the result, has therefore received much attention (see Chapter8).

Although the common choice for normal determination is MVA in magnetic field based
analysis, inconsistencies arising from particular properties of the boundary may require
alternative methods for estimating the normals. For example, the procedure would re-
spond differently when applied to both tangential and rotational discontinuities, particu-
larly with regard to the planar ordering of the magnetic field. Various alternative methods
of determining boundary normals for shocks and other discontinuities, often using multi-
instrument data or the presence of additional particular properties, are given in Chapters8
and9.

The use of the deHoffmann-Teller frame, possible in all other boundaries except purely
tangential discontinuities (for which Sonnerup MVA is particularly suited), forms the basis
of other single spacecraft techniques. For shocks other conditions can be employed across
the boundary, through the Rankine-Hugoniot relations and coplanarity (see Chapter10).
These are often employed preferentially since analysis through the shock is often confused
by waves and other fluctuations either side of the shock which do not relate closely with
the normal.
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11.3.3 Planarity

In the event of magnetic structure taking the form of a 1-D boundary, which is crossed
by a spacecraft, the solenoidality property of the magnetic field is equivalent to

B · n̂ = const

wheren̂ is the normal to the boundary. This is the physical starting point for the variance
method outlined above (Section11.3.2). Since we primarily have in mind tangential field
structures (discontinuities) to demonstrate the DA technique, even for cases which deviate
from planarity (modelled as shown in Section11.A), it serves clarity to use the tangential
form of the above condition,

B · n̂ = 0 ⇒
B · n̂

|B|
= 0 (11.1)

This equation has the strong geometric interpretation that the magnetic field vector always
lies on the surface of the plane defined byn̂. A consequence of this is that the cross
product of (average) field vectors on either side of the discontinuity surface is parallel to
the normal to the surface, and thus this provides a simple way to find such normals (see
equation10.27on page263). However this estimate can be inaccurate, particularly in the
case of nearly parallel field vectors.

Another method of normal determination which derives from equation11.1is as fol-
lows. For purely transverse variations (|B| = const), equation11.1has an easy generalisa-
tion to that of conical order, when the non-zero constant is re-introduced. This geometric
view forms the basis of a rugged test for magnetic order and is discussed byFarrugia
et al. [1990] andDunlop et al.[1995]. Constraining the field vector to lie in a plane (or
the surface of a cone), has the effect that the Euler angles (θ, φ), describing the orientation
of the field vector (forany reference coordinates) are explicitly related through the above
equation. Thus, for planar order

tanθ = tanα sin(ξ − φ)

where (α, ξ ) are the polar and azimuth angles defining the orientation ofn̂ in the same
reference frame andθ is actually the latitude angle of the field vector. Conical order is
governed by a slightly more complicated equation [Farrugia et al., 1990].

In the above equation, the Euler angles for the sampled field are actually functions of
time, and the equation relating them models the time series measurements. Therefore, they
form a set of equations which can be statistically solved (by general least squares, or by
singular value decomposition methods) for the angles (α, ξ ), which then define the normal
and hence the orientation of the plane. Not only do singular value decomposition methods
give the accuracy of the fit, but a plot of the elevation and azimuth of the field direction in
some reference frame gives a strongly visual representation [seeDunlop et al., 1995, for
applications].

This simple, but powerful, geometric technique is used as a complementary test of
event character and is part of the diagnostic test of normal stability employed during the
analysis.
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11.3.4 Stationarity

A simple test can be devised for the case of multiple spacecraft data which is described
in Chapman and Dunlop[1993]. For planar, convecting structures, for example, it is clear
that

B
(
rβ , t

)
= B

(
rα, t −1tαβ

)
where1tαβ represents the convection time of the structure to move from spacecraftα to
spacecraftβ. A time Fourier transform of this signal (on the profile seen at each spacecraft)
implies that (whereω is frequency).

B
(
rβ , ω

)
= B (rα, ω)e−iω1tαβ

by using the familiar shift theorem in the Fourier domain. Thus, the ratio of the amplitude
spectra between pairs of spacecraft will be approximately equal under these conditions.
Further this ratio is also independent of frequency for non-dispersive structures. The phase
spectra will differ, directly byω1tαβ .

For non-planar, but convecting, structures the amplitude ratio will still be constant,
but not unity. The test therefore gives the necessary conditions for the sampled structure
to be quasi-static (or non-dispersive) by inspection of the ratios in the signal between
spacecraft in the frequency domain. Even if the signal is not fully static overall, there may
be ranges in frequency (windows) for which it is, particularly if the time dependence is
well separated in frequency. In these circumstances the signal can be filtered to remove
the time dependent part, and re-analysed.

The test works best for planar structures, where the response is flat and unity, but can
also be applied, approximately, with preferred sampling along principal directions of non-
planar structures. The test has been successfully applied to a number of model structures.
The effect of instrument and other noise has also been investigated. Normally the effect
of instrumental response occurs only over some part of the frequency range. Most events
will remain stationary over some range of ‘ω’ (a window) where the model most strongly
applies.

11.4 Discontinuity Analysis: Motional Properties

11.4.1 Planar-DA Technique

As described in Section11.3, the planar-DA technique first attempts to fit a planar
discontinuity, and then determine its motional properties. Initially, therefore, curvature is
treated only as a test for non-planarity. Curvature introduces characteristic and system-
atic deviations from a planar fit (Section11.4.5). Only in the case of very pure events
can quantitative surface fitting be attempted, as we discuss in Section11.5, under certain
assumptions on the nature of the relative motion.

The core method (which is principally characterised by its use of independently de-
termined normals) is therefore discussed from two viewpoints: firstly planar analysis; and
secondly deviations from planarity. Figure11.2summarises the technical description of
the analysis process. The conceptual flow in Figure11.1is not shown, but the form here
shows the analysis choices which depend on the result of the individual boundary normal
analysis. If the normals all agree (to within the implied uncertainty of the eigenvectors),
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Figure 11.2: Technical flow for the Discontinuity Analyser.

the planar analysis can proceed to calculate the quantities indicated, as described later in
Section11.4.2.

Consider this planar route illustrated in Figure11.3, where planar is arbitrarily defined
asδnα < 10%. The boundary is assumed to cross each spacecraft in the order shown,
once, with the projected crossing distancesr‖ along〈n̂〉 being known from spacecraft po-
sition data and the computed average normal. The individual boundary normals, obtained
at each spacecraft, will provide an estimate of the mean normal, which will be a better es-
timate for the common boundary normal if the structure is planar. An error weighted mean
is currently used for this (but shown as a sum in Figure11.2, for simplicity). Although we
can then estimate the velocity parallel to this normal for each pair of spacecraft individ-
ually using the crossing times, we choose to fit a polynomial to the projected spacecraft
separation vectors, parallel to the average normal, of the form:

r‖ = v1
‖
t +

1

2
a‖t

2

Heret representstα,β , the relative crossing times, andr‖ represents1rα,β · 〈n̂〉, the pro-
jected spatial separation for each spacecraft pair (note that this equation is similar to that
quoted in Section14.5.2). This allows a constant acceleration term only and some initial
velocity at the first spacecraft crossing. Note that for planar boundaries, only the com-
ponents of the motion along the normal have meaning. For non-planar boundaries, the
transverse components immediately become significant, and then, of course,a may not
align with v. There is a subtle problem of sorting crossing times against spacecraft num-
ber which is dealt with in the analysis technique but is not discussed here.

Of course, for planar boundaries having constant motion and a minimum of four space-
craft,v‖ and the common normal can be obtained directly from the relative crossings and
knowledge of the spacecraft configuration, since there then exists a high degree of redun-
dancy (this is the technique applied byRussell et al.[1983]). With less than four spacecraft
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this analysis is ambiguous, unless the plane of the discontinuity is known in one direction,
or unless other conditions along the normal can be employed (for example, in the case of
shock jump conditions, covered in Chapter10). With four spacecraft it is pointed out in
Chapter10 that the extra conditions can form an over-determined set of equations.

It is unlikely that any mission will be flown in the near future with an array of more than
four spacecraft, so that this approach will continue to depend on fortuitous conjunctions
of independently orbiting spacecraft (as inRussell’s study). We feel the approach here
is better able to distinguish deviations from such assumptions as rigorous planarity and
constant velocity, together with the effect of errors and noise. Moreover, as we discuss
in Section11.5, the number of spacecraft required is not restricted and simply limits the
information that can be reliably obtained.

The other route in Figure11.2(i.e. δnα > 10%) implies possible non-planarity. The
existence of stable, distinctly non-parallel normals is, however, not necessarily an indi-
cation of structure curvature. This is the question to be addressed in the box labelled
“significance of n” in the flowchart (Figure11.2). For example, the differences between
the normals may arise from effects other than simple boundary structure, such as surface
waves. Further pre-filtering may be attempted, or there may exist no physical significance
to the differences between the spacecraft normals and the analysis is ambiguous. By “phys-
ical” significance we mean the relevance to analysis by way of the discontinuity analyser
technique. If, however, the origin of the normal differences is believed to be a curved
thin magnetic structure, we can attempt to characterise the surface and its motion more
fully. Systematic differences indicate the probable existence of curved field geometry and
we can attempt a quantitative analysis of both the surface curvature and motion (see Sec-
tion 11.5for a more detailed discussion of curvature in which the planar-DA methodology
is applied loosely, still within a discrete analysis).

Conversely, if the normals show differences that are inconsistent with simple curved
field geometry but that are, nevertheless, believed to fundamentally derive from curved
field geometry, then application of a planar analysis can still be performed, as described in
Section11.4.5, but then only linear fits to the velocity can be attempted. This provides a
less quantitative estimate of the velocity (i.e. the estimate represents only a mean velocity
during the measurements), and the non-planarity of the surface remains qualitative, since
then the presence of acceleration in the motion is not explicitly treated. Any quadratic
fit, attempting to obtain an acceleration estimate will be meaningless in this case because
of the presence of curvature. Furthermore, curvature (and other effects), unknown at this
stage of the analysis, can bias the estimate of velocity and even masquerade as an apparent
acceleration.

11.4.2 Basic Application

Figure11.3demonstrates the technique for the case of planar analysis. The method
has been tested, using suitable magnetic field models for the discontinuity, by flying the
spacecraft through the model.

The top graph shows a typical result of flying the spacecraft with constant velocity.
There may be a component ofv perpendicular tôn, as shown, for which no information is
revealed by a planar structure. The lower graph shows the result of an additional, constant
acceleration. The relative times of the crossings are plotted against the relative, compo-
nents ofr, parallel ton̂. Note that one point (for spacecraft 1, here) lies at the origin. For
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Figure 11.3: The basic discontinuity analyser method, described as the planar-DA in the
text.

Figure 11.4: Sample run through the planar discontinuity using an accelerated fly-through.
The two curves on the right-hand panel are linear and quadratic fits, respectively.
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constant acceleration, a quadratic can easily be fitted to the points as shown.
An example output, showing a simulated accelerating trajectory is also given in Fig-

ure11.4. In these tests both the actual trajectory flown and the quadratic fit to the crossing
points can be superimposed (only the quadratic and a linear fit are shown in the Figure).
Additionally, the effect of noise and other signal can be monitored by redoing the analysis
for these cases (see below).

11.4.3 Noise: Error Combinations

The linear fit to the crossing points shown in Figure11.3determines the velocity from
all independent pairs of spacecraft. Clearly,

v‖αβ =
1rαβ · n̂

1tαβ

so that the estimate of velocity depends upon errors in: the normal, the spacecraft sepa-
ration vectors and the crossing times. In fact for application to a phased spacecraft array,
timing errors usually remain well below 1% and are relatively unimportant in their con-
tribution to the error inv‖, δv‖. We can therefore consider that the error in the fit lies
predominantly in uncertainty in the values of1r‖. Relative errors in velocity then arise
from δn̂ andδr/|1rαβ |, where for convenience we have treated the separation error as
common for all spacecraft pairs.

The presence of these errors, as a result of noise in the data signature or instrument
uncertainty, will increase the scatter of the points about the linear fit depicted in Figure11.3
and the corresponding uncertainty inv. Noise will degrade the normal analysis through
uncertainties inn̂. Clearly, also, the quality of the estimate of the acceleration term is
degraded by the addition of noise. Since the mean normal, used for determining1r‖, is
affected to a reduced degree compared to the individual normals, noise levels associated
with normal uncertainty of up to 20% only affect the estimate of1r‖ (and hence inv), to
below 10%. Of more practical concern are tracking errors, which are typically of order
10% in the projected1r‖ (and hence inv).

An acceleration term introduces a systematic change in the velocity of ordera‖1t . The
estimate of acceleration will remain quantitatively significant, therefore, if deviations from
a linear fit (corresponding to implied acceleration, as in the quadratic fit in Figure11.3) are
greater than the random uncertainty in1r‖. In simulation tests of noise, which result in
scatter of order the effect of the typical acceleration indicated in Figure11.3(although then
not systematic), the fit often remains significant, although the estimate is quantitatively
poor.

11.4.4 Noise: Data Examples

Before discussing the identification of non-planar effects, it is useful to first explore the
visual effects of natural noise on the analysis. The visual effects of noise on the analysis
can be simply shown in the format of the planar test, described in Section11.3.3, where the
Euler angles (θ, φ) of the magnetic field vectors are plotted against each other as a scatter
plot. The equation for the model plane is superimposed as a curve in the plot of (θ, φ).
Figure 11.5, for example, shows a simulated data signature from the planar tangential
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Figure 11.5: Scatter plot for a pure, planar discontinuity with the addition of instrumental
noise.

model, with typical (in the sense of the argument in Section11.4.3), high frequency scatter
on the model data for one spacecraft. Note that this scatter is symmetric about the planar
curve, drawn here to correspond to the exact model plane. Ultimately, this scatter will feed
through as uncertainty in both the normals (represented by the plane here) and timings,
affecting the positions of the crossing points, as in Figure11.4.

The geometric technique is used both as a complementary test of event character (pre-
selection) and as a diagnostic test of normal stability. The planar orientation may deviate
from the MVA evaluation of the normals in some cases, particularly where real events have
additional, complex properties which may confuse underlying boundary structure or may
bias the estimated normals. The technique is applied in Figure11.6, for instance, on a well
studied magnetopause crossing; one of a number considered inPaschmann et al.[1986].
This example is chosen because it is quoted as presenting difficulties for MVA analysis
of the boundary, due to variability in the implied normals. In fact it is often the case, for
magnetopause boundary crossings, that MVA gives no better estimate of the normal than
simple surface models.

Three intervals (thought to be rotational discontinuities) containing crossings of the
magnetopause are chosen for the illustration. These are labelled 1, 2 and 3 at the top of the
time series plots in Figure11.6and analysis is carried out for suitable intervals, centering
on each. Scatter plots of each interval are shown on the right-hand side of Figure11.6in
terms of the angles (θ, φ) of the magnetic field time series. The conical form of the planar
equation is fitted for values of (α, ξ ), in the generalised least squares sense, to the scatter
plot of the angles (θ, φ) for interval ‘1’, shown in the top panel. This plane corresponds
closely, although not exactly, to the boundary normal, found via MVA. The other two
panels then use this fit as a model curve for comparison to the other intervals. The curves
are suggestive of the ordering seen by eye, even when the scatter here is large. Conversely,
MVA then fails to produce any stable normals. The geometric technique is therefore useful
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Figure 11.6: Demonstration of the planarity test as described in the text.

as an alternative method to MVA for these cases, where MVA gives confused results.
Generally, the technique is applied best in situations of slow boundary crossings, giving
a suitable number of data values through the boundary. The diagnostics for the normal
determinations use similar (θ, φ) plots for visual representation. Clearly, the example here
only represents a single spacecraft location.

11.4.5 Identification Of Non-Planar Structures

Consider an array of spacecraft encountering a curved discontinuity. The situation is
drawn schematically in Figure11.7, with the corresponding graph of crossing times in
(a) and (b), plotted against the projectedr for two relative orientations of the sense of
the curvature. The curvature is assumed to be 2-D, and only three spacecraft are shown,
for clarity. In this case, the dot-dashed line in the graphs are drawn to correspond to
the constant velocity motion of a planar discontinuity. The situation shown, represents a
typical result of simulated fly-throughs, using one of the simple 2-D magnetic boundary
models (see Section11.A).

For each model, the detail for the crossings will differ and hence the analysis will differ,
but we can use the sketch in Figure11.7a, which serves to indicate how the crossing times
deviate asymmetrically from the planar line, to represent the key geometry. For instance,
spacecraft 2 will cross the real boundary att2 but crosses an effective planar boundary att ′2.
This shift (t ′2 − t1) is shown on the graph, and similarly fort3. The sense of this systematic
deviation depends only on the relative orientation of the spacecraft configuration with
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Figure 11.7: The analysis of a non-planar boundary structure.
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respect to the curvature and not on the sense of motion (down or up along the line shown
in Figure11.7a), as is apparent by following a similar discussion of Figure11.7b. For
instance, spacecraft 2 again crosses the planar boundary att ′2, but now the geometry of
the boundary is inverted with respect to the spacecraft configuration and this is reflected
in the plot. We shall see later that the effect of noise more easily obscures the effect of
acceleration in the presence of curvature; although the sense of the asymmetry may still
be apparent (Section11.5.5).

11.5 Discontinuity Analysis: Combined Motional and
Curvature Analysis

Our intent in this chapter has been to deal conceptually with factors which can compli-
cate the analysis of both curved discontinuities and situations with non-constant motion,
particularly those factors relating to conflicts in event properties. Consequently, we have
attempted to distinguish between conceptual issues and technique description at various
points in the discussion. Now, we look at these issues in more detail, discussing required
changes in methodology (from the planar-DA) when curvature analysis is introduced; for
example, in the combination of the normal determination with the macroscopic analysis.
We also look at the extent of self-consistency in each stage of the analysis, an issue which
becomes deeper when curvature effects are considered. We first discuss these issues in
general terms below, and then detail some specifics in the later sections.

11.5.1 Method Development

Use of multi-spacecraft

The amount of information that can be learned from different sized arrays of space-
craft is an important consideration in the development of the method. Intuitively we would
expect that with more spacecraft available, more can be gleaned on the macroscopic prop-
erties of the physical event. With only a single spacecraft, for instance, planarity is implic-
itly assumed in the application of MVA and motional information can only be determined
by combining multi-instrument data. With more than one spacecraft the multi-point data
can be used and we summarise below the information that can be calculated from space-
craft arrays of increasing size (up to 4, the size of Cluster); firstly, in the case of planar
discontinuities and secondly, in the presence of curved boundaries (it may help the visual
interpretation to refer back to Figure11.3).

1. Planar discontinuities

• 2 spacecraft :
Planarity may be checked to within the projection of the spacecraft separation
by making use of computed boundary normals,n̂ (interpreted from MVA, for
example). The boundary velocity,v‖, relative to the spacecraft and parallel to
n̂ may also be directly determined from the time delay, but with assumption of
constant velocity (simple convection) and stationarity of the structure.
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• 3 spacecraft :
These give a better check on planarity (two spacecraft pairs are available, pro-
viding a mean,〈n̂〉). Although similar assumptions must be made as for two
spacecraft, a more realistic velocity can be found since the two estimates may
give some quantitative indication of acceleration. Again, the motion must be
one dimensional (convective).

• 4 spacecraft :
Here, a good planarity fit and velocity estimate can be obtained. In addition, a
possible estimate of acceleration,a‖, parallel to〈n̂〉, may be made if noise or
other additional signal is sufficiently low and normal stability and colinearity
is sufficiently high.

2. Deviations from planarity (non-dispersive)
Unless planarity is assumed, special, multiple boundary crossings are required with
one spacecraft for even qualitative analysis, or the curvature must be small (nearly
planar). The determination of quantitative information, in the presence of curved
boundaries, generally requires limitations on either motion or curvature and more
than one spacecraft. Explicitly, with four spacecraft, the limit could be constant
velocity of a convected structure, which would allow some check on the level of
curvature to be made, via surface fitting procedures. Alternatively, if some linear ac-
celeration is known to be present, simple curvature properties must be assumed; for
instance, a single radius of curvature (see Section11.5.3). Generally, with less than
four spacecraft, the number of unknowns sought, even at lowest order in curvature
and acceleration, are too many for direct estimation. Either rigid, constant motion,
or planarity must be assumed to proceed. Errors and noise, of course, severely limit
the ability to disentangle motional from topological factors and it is possible that
only qualitative knowledge can be obtained.

Macroscopic treatment

The basic assumption in the planar-DA, which requires justification, is that the space-
craft separation distances are much in excess of the scale lengths of the physical event.
Sampling the characteristic spatial scales in this context allows the spatial content in the
time series data to be interpreted individually; as compared to across spacecraft. This in-
terpretation is consistent with the use of single spacecraft methods for boundary normal
determination, since it limits the effect of non-planar structure on the local analysis of the
individual spacecraft crossings even in the presence of some curvature, i.e. the integration
of the solenoidality of the magnetic field remains, primarily, at the single spacecraft level.

Even under this “thin boundary” assumption, the full coordination of data from a num-
ber of spacecraft is sensitive to properties which generally take only secondary importance
in the single spacecraft analogue. Effectively, the approach, termedmacroscopicanalysis,
decouples the determination of macroscopic properties (through purely multipoint analy-
sis) from the boundary normal identification (obtained through purely multichannel anal-
ysis, where the coordination in the data is primarily over an interval in each time series).
This decoupling is not perfect, however, and is dependent on the event characteristics,
particularly in the presence of curvature, which affects the normal determination to some
degree, as we shall see.
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Actual measurements result froma priori unknown encounters with the boundary,
which must be checked self-consistently with any model assumptions. Moreover, the us-
ability of the measurements is constrained by data issues such as, the sampling of the
discontinuity, compatibility across data sets and data quality. A consequence is that devel-
oping the method for the combined use of multi-instrument data (having often lower time
resolution and accuracy than that of the magnetic field alone) with multiple spacecraft data
sets is not simple to design efficiently and to achieve overall enhancement of the perfor-
mance of the technique. Special events may arise, of course, from particular sampling
conditions or particular physical properties.

11.5.2 Non-Planar Analysis: Constant Motion

As discussed above, the planar-DA strictly applies to thin, nearly planar boundaries,
but can provide a qualitative indication that curvature is present. However, by applying
the methodology non-rigorously in this case, direct fitting of a surface to the individual
normals is in principle possible; the assumption being that the normals remain determined
independently from the surface fit at the individual spacecraft. Where planarity is demon-
strated, the method gives a direct test of the motion (since the curvature is then known).
There is no equivalent test, however, where curvature is unknown, since the individual
crossing times will be affected by both curvature and motion. For instance, if a boundary
moves with known, constant velocity, the crossings at each spacecraft can be mapped back
to the positions at the time of the first crossing allowing the surface fit to proceed. The fit
is then only mutually consistent with that velocity, however. Normally, all components of
velocity need also to be treated as parameters in the fit.

There is therefore a need to ensure that the fit is achieved self-consistently by careful
development of the method. Furthermore, although the normals might be significantly
non-colinear, there will be some degree of uncertainty in their orientation. In fact it is not
known,a priori, what weighting should be given to the errors in the individual normals in
order to then apply some optimisation of the surface fit. One reason is that the analysis is
further complicated by the fact that the normal determination is itself affected, or biased,
at each crossing point, by the direction of motion through the boundary of each spacecraft,
particularly if the curvature is high. This bias arises through the need to identify a finite
data interval through the boundary (which maps to a distance along the motion) in order
to perform the variance analysis. Unless this distance is small compared to the scale of
the curvature, the field structure will not wholly represent the boundary orientation local
to the crossing. This affects the resulting normal direction computed.

Figure11.8schematically emphasises this effect. In the illustration we have chosen
a semicircular boundary (thick solid curve), across which the field reverses, and assume
for argument that field lines (thin curves with arrow heads indicating field direction) in the
vicinity of the boundary may be drawn as semicircles all with a common centre (O). Two
spacecraft trajectories (t1 and t2) are drawn. The first one,t1, passes through the centre
point, and normals to successive field lines alongt1 are all colinear, as illustrated in the
figure.

The second and more realistic trajectory,t2, does not pass through the centre point, and
the normals to successive field lines are not colinear. Single spacecraft boundary normal
techniques determine a normal which is some average normal of the measured field over
the interval taken. Clearly, the longer the interval over which the normal is calculated,
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Figure 11.8: Diagramatic representation of a circular discontinuity, showing the depen-
dence of the field normal on trajectory.

the more it can vary from the real boundary surface normal. Other boundary models can
be considered, but the conclusion here still remains the same: i.e. that trajectories not
along certain specific (to the model) characteristic lines (i.e. realistic trajectories) will
yield normals which vary according to the length of the data interval taken.

Although such a sensitivity of the computed normal to the data interval is a well known
problem, its importance here is that any result of surface fitting cannot, therefore, be fully
decoupled from the determination of normals, or curvature must not be significant on the
scale of the boundary layer. Indeed, the effect of strong curvature can affect the normals
quite dramatically and will introduce a dependence on both the time series interval used
for analysis and the trajectory orientation through each crossing point. Investigation con-
firming this has been carried out in conjunction with the planar test on both the models and
on a real data event (see Section11.5.5) and suggests that a test for thin boundary events
may be possible.

For completeness, a full inversion of the problem should be done, but this is not easy
to set up correctly (see, for example Section11.5.4). The above comments, together with
those in Section11.2, raise the issue of whether full curvature analysis can be done quan-
titatively at all. The two points raised for the planar-DA are essentially that independent
determination of the boundary normals gives a direct test of planarity and that this then
sets the context for the motional analysis. In other words, notwithstanding the above com-
ments (that normal determination in curved geometry is open to possibly unknown error),
the boundary normals have to be used in some way to provide information on the local
surface orientation. Furthermore, there is no equivalent test for the nature of the motion as
there is for establishing planarity. Events with constant velocity must be assumed, unless
information is obtained from other instrument data, such as the plasma velocity.
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Any actual acceleration will affect the surface fit to at least the same order as the
curvature terms. Thus, deviations from assumptions of constant motion may artificially
enhance, or mask, the curvature effect (see Section11.5.4). The constraint to constant
motion is used byMottez and Chanteur[1994], who designed a surface fitting procedure
based on a geodesic description of the surface and which requires the use of the Frenet
curve relations. The analysis works to lowest order (given the motional constraint) and
they successfully apply a reduced version to the case of a dual spacecraft magnetopause
crossing. They do not explain, however, how, in general, events with constant motion
are selected. Section11.5.3here also refers to their technique in terms of the extent of
curvature analysis which can be attempted.

11.5.3 Non-Planar Analysis: Information Balance to Lowest Order

If the structure is non-planar, the foregoing discussion suggests that, in general, less
information can be determined about the motion. In fact, topological and motional param-
eters compete for their representation in the data and in the nature of the analysis which
can be performed. Use of the planar technique for qualitative analysis of a model, for in-
stance, is possible since the planar analysis can be used to order the data so that deviations
from planarity can yield unique information on the surface. Direct analysis of the surface
topology, however, is limited by the need to ensure self-consistency with the normal anal-
ysis; currently a single spacecraft analysis in the manner discussed above. As mentioned,
for example, the individual normals can be dependent on spacecraft trajectory, with the de-
pendence being related to the form of the surface. Hence, any surface analysis will affect
the interpretation of the normals.

Full curvature analysis, therefore, is generally possible only under conditions of con-
stant motion or very limited curvature. This is indicated in Table11.1below, which results
from the following equations governing the number of unknowns which are present in
each assumed situation. In constructing this table, we assume that the surface normals
determined at each spacecraft position are precise. This allows us to establish the lowest
order determination of the unknown parameters characterising the surface. Firstly, we con-
sider in detail the situation of a 2-D curved discontinuity. We assume that the surface of
this physical event may be modelled by a curve of a single radius of curvature, and hence
that the spacecraft array encounters the structure at its “nose”. For the corresponding 3-D
case, we also take the view that the analysis attempts to find only a local expansion of the
surface to the spacecraft configuration, which sets the orientation of the effective nose of
the curved surface with respect to the spacecraft. This slight relaxation of mathematical
rigour is, we believe, in the spirit of any realistic analysis using actual measurements.

Curvature with 2-D geometry

Consider a two-dimensional curved discontinuity (thick solid curves in Figure11.9)
moving linearly and without distortion or rotation. The discontinuity, which is indicated by
the two thick solid curves in Figure11.9, is shown at two positions in time. All quantities
are assumed to be projected into the plane of the figure. This plane is knowna priori for
sampled events from the orientation of the measured normals, which would have to have a
common component (be coplanar) by assumption. Referring to Figure11.9, suppose that
the discontinuity (curve passing through spacecraft 1) is detected at spacecraft 1 at a time
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Figure 11.9: Geometrical construction for a curved discontinuity at lowest order curvature
as described in the text.

t1 (then at positionr1 relative to some origin), and at spacecraft 2 at a timet2 (then at
positionr2 and indicated by the curve passing through spacecraft 2).

If we assume that the discontinuity had a (relative) velocityv1 (with respect to the
spacecraft) at timet1 (assumed to be earlier thant2) and was accelerating with constant
accelerationa, then, after a timet21 ≡ t2− t1 when it was detected at spacecraft 2, it would
have traversed a displacementvt21+

1
2at221. This motion is indicated in Figure11.9by the

solid arrows connecting the two positions of the discontinuity at timest1 andt2.

If we now assume that the discontinuity has constant curvature (i.e. has a constant ra-
dius of curvature,R), then it is possible to relate each of the discontinuity crossings by the
two spacecraft. In principle, this may be done by using the assumed motional properties to
locate the position on the surface at the earlier timet1 (i.e. when the surface encountered
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spacecraft 1) where spacecraft 2 detected it, and then using the assumed geometry to relate
the two positions.

In particular, for an arbitrary point on the surface (see the upper thick curve passing
through spacecraft 1), shown with positionr and normal vector̂n, the positionr0 of the
centre of curvature of the surface may be written as

r0 = r + Rn̂ (11.2)

Thus, considering the encounter with spacecraft 1, we may write

r0 = r1 + Rn̂1 (11.3)

Since we have assumed a linear motion of the surface, we can relate the encounter with
spacecraft 2 at timet2 back to the position of the surface at timet1 and the encounter with
spacecraft 1. In particular, since the discontinuity is displaced byvt21 +

1
2 at221 during the

period between its encounters with the two spacecraft, the positionr ′

2 of the point on the
surface detected by spacecraft 2 at the earlier timet1 may be expressed as follows (see
Figure11.9):

r ′

2 = r2 − v1t21 −
1

2
at221 (11.4)

Furthermore, the normal̂n2 measured at spacecraft 2 at positionr2 is parallel to the
normal at positionr ′

2 on the surface at the earlier timet1. Hence we may also write

r0 = r ′

2 + Rn̂2, (11.5)

and combining equations11.4and11.5we derive

r0 = r2 + Rn̂2 − v1t21 −
1

2
at221 (11.6)

Therefore, using equation11.3we derive a “motional” expression relating the (mea-
sured) displacements (r1,2), detection times (t1,2) and normals (̂n1,2) to the model param-
eters (R, v1, a), as follows

r1 − r2 = R(n̂2 − n̂1)− v1t21 −
1

2
at221 (11.7)

or

r12 = Rn̂21 − v1t21 −
1

2
at221 (11.8)

where
r12 ≡ r1 − r2
n21 ≡ n̂2 − n̂1
t21 ≡ t2 − t1

 (11.9)

If we have more than two spacecraft detecting the discontinuity, we may construct
motional analogues to equations11.8for each spacecraft pair. We note, however, that by
taking one reference spacecraft, e.g. spacecraft 1, to correspond to the earliest detection
of the discontinuity by the spacecraft array, we have only one initial velocityv1 as a
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model parameter to determine. Thus, we may write the set of equations for an array of
4 spacecraft as

r12 = Rn21 − v1t21 −
1
2 at221

r13 = Rn31 − v1t31 −
1
2 at231

r14 = Rn41 − v1t41 −
1
2 at241

 (11.10)

where definitions analogous to equations11.9apply.
For a two-dimensional model, as considered above, we can consider 2 component

vectors in the plane of the normals. Thus, since the unknowns (R,v1, a) amount to 5 scalar
quantities altogether, we require 4 spacecraft (giving 6 equations) to determine them. If
constant velocity can be assumed, only 3 spacecraft are required. Any fewer spacecraft
will provide insufficient data for this type of model.

Curvature with 3-D geometry

Three-dimensional discontinuity surfaces present a more complicated problem. In par-
ticular, there are more geometrical parameters than in the case of two dimensions. Never-
theless, we outline here the basic (general) formalism which we only discuss by analogy
to the above equations. The discussion below is similar to that presented byMottez and
Chanteur[1994], except that we relax the constant velocity assumption to one of constant
acceleration.

We can assume a simple, general three-dimensional surface, characterised by two prin-
cipal curvatures (with corresponding radii of curvatureRp1 andRp2). Thus, to describe
the surface we require knowledge of these two scalar quantities, as well as their orientation
in space. This latter factor is reduced to a single scalar quantity, namely an angle in the
tangent plane to the surface (defined by the measured normal) at a reference point; taken as
spacecraft 1 in our case. The motion of the surface is characterised by the velocityv1 and
accelerationa (i.e. 6 scalar quantities). Thus, 9 scalar quantities are required to describe
the motion and geometry of this surface.

Consider, however, what information can be obtained from the surface by using an
array of spacecraft. Building on the ideas discussed above for two-dimensional surfaces,
but working with pairs of spacecraft in the three-dimensional case, we can derive motional
equations, analogous to equations11.10, which connect the local radius of curvatureR
between the spacecraft to the velocityv1 and accelerationa of the surface as before.

Note that the local radius of curvature depends on the orientation of the section con-
taining the two spacecraft and passing through the surface. Thus, we should label the
local radius of curvature according to the two spacecraft between which it is measured
(i.e.R1α ; α = 2, 3, . . .). In this way, each spacecraft pair, one of which being a reference
spacecraft (e.g. spacecraft 1), contributes 3 equations. The unknown quantities arev1 and
a, as well as the localR1α.

This is not the whole story, however. Two (separated) points on a three-dimensional
surface may be connected by a curve on the surface, and the shortest such curve is a
geodesic. The important property of a geodesic curve is that the normal vector to it at
any point coincides with the normal to the surface at the same point, and this normal is
a quantity which we can determine from the magnetometer data using variance analysis,
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for example. Thus, when attempting to parameterise the surface by measurements of lo-
cation at a few points on the surface, we must construct normal sections, which contain
the geodesic curves. These curves connect the points on the surface, through the local
curvature between spacecraft.

The corresponding geodesic curves, however, will not, in general, be the curves with
principal curvaturesR−1

p1 andR−1
p2 of the surface, but will have different curvatures. Nev-

ertheless, Euler’s formula [Kreyszig, 1959] gives the curvature of a normal section in terms
of the principal curvatures and the relative orientation of the normal section and the prin-
cipal section with principal curvatureR−1

p1 . The orientation of the normal section, relative
to some coordinate system, is given by the direction of the tangent vector, which may be
calculated using a discrete form of the Serret-Frenet curve formulas (as done byMottez
and Chanteur[1994]).

This leaves the orientation (θ0, say, relative to the same coordinate system) of the
principal sections as unknown at this stage. Hence, each pair of spacecraft contributes 1
Euler equation with 4 unknowns:R1α, Rp1, Rp2 andθ0. Thus, with 4 spacecraft (i.e. 3
pairs), we may construct 9 (scalar) motional equations in addition to 3 Euler equations,
with a total of 12 unknown (scalar) quantities (v1, a, Rp1, Rp2, θ0, R12, R13, andR14).

11.5.4 Consequences for Curvature Analysis

Within the framework of the above discussion, Table11.1below summarises the re-
sults. This table shows the (lowest order) quantitative information which is, in principle,
obtainable from magnetic field analysis alone. To construct the table, it has been assumed
that the normals are given and are not modified by the analysis (not always true). It is also
assumed that the discontinuity is non-dispersive and convecting. The plus signs refer to sit-
uations where the number of equations, defined, as above, in terms of the motion through
the structure, is more than the number of identifiable unknowns. The negative signs refer
to the reverse situation where there are less equations than unknowns. The equals sign in-
dicates situations where there are the same number of unknowns and equations (critically
constrained).

For the cases which are under-constrained, so that not all parameters can be deter-
mined, qualitative indications may still be obtained, such as testing the existence of cur-
vature, or acceleration, as discussed in the previous sections. Section11.5.2, however, has
discussed the problems associated with assuming the motion to have a constant velocity
for the purpose of pursuing a curvature analysis. Clearly, from the table, this appears to
allow lowest order determination of curvature to be made in more circumstances (up to
3-D or with less spacecraft). Analysis of the above equations in Section11.5.3, however,
reveals that the acceleration term in these equations enters at least at the same order as the
curvature term. Thus, it is never known whether the curvature analysis is fundamentally in
error (i.e. an artifact) as a result of an acceleration in the motion which had not been taken
into account.

The converse situation occurs if planarity is assumed, anticipating a planar-DA anal-
ysis. The presence of actual curvature affects the motional fit at the same order as the
acceleration term, and would infer an artificial acceleration (see, for example, the graphs
in Figure11.7). With a minimum of four spacecraft and to lowest order in curvature, as
defined here, the motion can be determined without assumptions up to a constant acceler-
ation term, given that the normals can be estimated by some independent method. In this
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Table 11.1: Indication of the ability of the analysis to determine the unknowns in different
physical situations and to lowest order in curvature.

Dimension Number of spacecraft: 1 s/c 2 s/c 3 s/c 4 s/c

1-D No acceleration − = + +

Acceleration − − = +

2-D No acceleration − − + +

Acceleration − − − +

3-D No acceleration − − = +

Acceleration − − − =

case, therefore, the result of lowest order determination of the unknowns will have some
uncertainties, but is in principle self-consistent: a more complex surface or motion is just
represented approximately by the lowest order terms, not anomalously.

The use of other instrument data, of course, can potentially add information on struc-
ture, such as independent determination of velocity in the case of electric field measure-
ments. This must be carefully assessed, however, since with the data restrictions (on res-
olution and quality), which are introduced through the incorporation of other data sets, it
will require a different analysis methodology for their consistent integration. Except on
a case by case basis, therefore, additional measurements are most easily added as inde-
pendent information on the event, complementing the planarity or stationarity tests, for
example, rather than as an extended, integrated multi-spacecraft method. Furthermore,
the availability of more than 4 spacecraft can also potentially add information. However,
again the methodology then adopted to fully integrate this information requires careful
reconsideration.

Clearly, from the above discussion, if the normal directions show significant and sys-
tematic differences, then quantitative analysis of curvature can be attempted. If only a
lowest order surface fit is attempted (for example, a locally spherical boundary is as-
sumed), then, in principle, the motion can be determined up to a constant acceleration
term, given that the normals can be estimated by some independent method. In practice,
however, noise or other properties, present in real events precludes such a critical anal-
ysis mainly through their introduction of uncertainties inn̂. Furthermore, there may be
resulting bias from the determination of single spacecraft (MVA) normals in curved ge-
ometry (as demonstrated in the study below). Whilst other methods can be adopted for⇒11.1
estimating the boundary normals their application and the associated errors depend on the
nature of the event analysed. Inspection of the above equations, for example, in terms of
an error analysis, indicates a weighting effect of curvature on any errors inn̂. The effect
may be more significant if the surface lies at an unfavourable orientation to the spacecraft
configuration. It is clear from the plots in Figure11.7, that, for actual encounters in the
presence of curvature, where the relative orientations are not known, the effect of noise (or
biasing, when significant) will more easily obscure the effect of acceleration; although the
sense of the asymmetry may still be apparent. For instance, the study below shows that the
asymmetry in the deviations shown in the trends in Figure11.7is also represented using
the planar test on the individual data sets for each spacecraft.
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11.5.5 Data Analysis: Natural Noise

The problems discussed above in determining structure normals in curved geometries
have fundamental impact on the methodology suitable for a “curved-DA” technique since
the normals can no longer be assumed to be given. Here, we demonstrate the effect with
data from a real event recorded by the AMPTE/UKS and IRM spacecraft pair. It is not
surprising, of course, that MVA provides normal estimates in curved geometry which de-
viated from the geometric normals indicated by the models. The systematic effect of
quantitative biasing on the normals, shown schematically in Figure11.8, is important for
their use within the methodology outlined above; i.e. as a single spacecraft analysis for
n̂, feeding into the equations. The significance of this systematic error with respect to
the overall deviations of the normals between spacecraft depends upon the spacecraft tra-
jectories through the structure, given the data sampling achieved. This sampling depends
upon the combination of the minimum nesting interval applied and the data resolution
with respect to the characteristic spatial scale of the structure. In practice, the sampling
achieved depends upon the thin boundary properties of an event. The trajectories then set
the spacecraft separation scale with respect to the characteristic scale of the model.

Different events will be sampled in different waysin situ so that for some the sys-
tematic error will be comparatively large and for others comparatively small. In the latter
case, the methodology may be used, for such selected events, to estimated both lowest
order curvature and acceleration terms (by fitting all terms in the above equations to the
set of normals). As indicated by the flow in Figure11.2 , the rejection of qualitatively
unsuitable events may be done if the normal analysis shows unstable results (with respect
to nesting or shifted intervals) in the presence of significant deviations between the space-
craft normals. It is possible, however, that inspection of MVA normals, in comparison
to the planar test at each spacecraft, will indicate suitable events for measured data; so
providing a possible event selection stage in the procedure. The presence of stable MVA
results, which are also consistent with the planar (geometric) test results, individually, is
likely to be a good indicator that biasing is relatively small for the structure and that the
individual normals can be interpreted geometrically.

Figure 11.10 shows a real event measured by the combined AMPTE/IRM (Fig-
ure11.10a) and UKS (Figure11.10b) spacecraft during a solar wind Barium release (see
papers inNature, 320, 700–726, 1986). Both spacecraft were thought to have sampled an
intense plasma cloud boundary at about the time indicated by the solid vertical line on the
upper panels of each plot. Because of cloud expansion following the release, this boundary
should be strongly curved between the two spacecraft and this appears to be confirmed by
MVAB boundary normals obtained from each data set . The sense of the curvature implied
by the normals, which were obtained using a standard run, is described inDunlop et al.
[1996] (equivalent curves are plotted in Figure11.10), and is consistent with an expanding
cloud where the effective tilt between the normal directions is∼30–40◦.

The curves in the lower panels of Figure11.10show individual fits of the planarity test
at each spacecraft together with the corresponding planes defined by the individual MVA-
normals. In this example, where there is significant curvature, the MVA and planar test
give very different planes (on the scale of the deviations between spacecraft), even though
the structure is strongly tangential. This, of course, is not unexpected in curved geometry
unless the thin boundary description holds to a high degree. The planar test attempts the
best fit, always, and hence finds a mean, geometrically, planar orientation for the scatter
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Figure 11.10: Data example of a curved discontinuity from the AMPTE/UKS and IRM
solar wind Barium release, as discussed in the text.

plot (locally to each spacecraft). Either side of the boundary, the direction of the magnetic
field will deviate systematically from the local plane inferred by the normals.

We therefore expect that both MVA (as well as the planar test) will return a biased
normal estimate, which will be sensitive to the actual sampling path of the spacecraft, as
discussed above. In fact, the scatter of data points shows a clear asymmetry about the
MVA curves which is in the opposite sense for each spacecraft. This is consistent with the
sense of the curvature implied by the boundary normals (following the arguments given
in Section11.4.5for interpretation of non-planar structure). It shows that the boundary
structure is effective over the analysis intervals and confirms the biasing of the normals
is significant. Using the planarity test in conjunction with the MVA analysis obviously
assists the geometric interpretation of the structure. Clearly, however, this event would be
unsuitable for the discrete analysis in the manner discussed above.

11.5.6 Self-Consistent Curvature and Normal Analysis

Self-consistent methods are required which quantitatively disentangle the relative con-
tributions arising from both non-constant motion and curvature; avoiding the need to make
specific assumptions on properties. As was alluded to in Section11.4, however, informa-
tion sought on one of these aspects may only be done at the expense of details concerning
the other if both are represented in the data. Even to lowest order, the information bal-
ance in the idealised model is still critical for four spacecraft. In the case of the presence
of both these effects, the establishment of self-consistency will involve some interrelation
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between the macroscopic and boundary normal analyses (checked iteratively). We can ask,
for instance, how the determination of the individual boundary normals is relaxed to take
account of a surface fit. This is an issue of weighting the normal values obtained during
the optimisation of the surface fit.

A more general technique, than the motional analysis described in detail above, is
in the process of being designed which combines both the multipoint and multichannel
data in such an interrelated manner, within a slightly extended minimum variance scheme.
Although this approach can potentially provide more rigorous estimates in the presence of
both limited curvature and non-constant motion, it is not clear how fully a relaxation of
the thin boundary assumption can be handled by it (although this is the hope). This will be
the subject of future work. Effectively, the use of the variance definitions assumes that the
data is characterised by the thin boundary regime, i.e. it assumes that data intervals used
for the analysis (the sum overi, below) cover what can be considered to be a locally planar
boundary.

The problem is one of inversion to find the coefficients describing the local surface
shape, statistically optimised to remain consistent with the individual boundary normals.
This can be defined in terms of the minimisation of a variance in the form of

σ 2
=

1

N

∑
i,α

(
Bα
i · n̂

α
− 〈Bα

i 〉 · n̂
α)2

, α = 1, . . . , s .

under the particular constraints arising from the specification of the surface function,
U(xα, yα, zα) = C. The indexi runs over the data and the spacecraft are labelled byα.
TheBα

i are considered as (time shifted) time series vectors such thatn̂ runs over a set of
intervals centred on the crossings at each spacecraft. Singular value decomposition seems
the best mathematical technique for solving the inversion. The definition of this variance
is based on the construction of a statistical series of scalar productsBα

i · n̂
α, whereBα

i is a
single magnetometer measurement on spacecraftα andn̂

α is the (in principle, unknown)
normal to the physical structure at that spacecraft.

In this form, the solenoidality of the magnetic field is integrated as part of the optimi-
sation at the (nearly) single spacecraft level (rather than at a fully multi-spacecraft level).
Therefore, the normalŝnα are not related to each other through Gauss’s law, but through
the (unknown) form of the surfaceU = C. This surface is considered to contain the mo-
tional parameters in order to effect the time shifting of theBα

i ’s. Thus, the above variance
exhibits two characteristics. Firstly, it involves the variance at each spacecraft (i.e. the
sum overi). Secondly, it entails the sum over the different spacecraft normals (i.e. the
sum overα); the two characteristics being related through the form of the surfaceU = C.
The minimisation of this variance determines the surface and motional parameters as well
as, potentially, the individual boundary normals. Consider the case where the structure is
actually planar. Then the form of the variance above decouples into the individual single
spacecraft variances and a minimisation automatically should produce the MVA normals.
In general, how closely the solution coincides with an independent boundary normal anal-
ysis at the individual spacecraft will depend upon how consistent, statistically, the normals
are with the macroscopic nature of the sampled data (intervals selected, balance of motion
and curvature effects).

Minimisation using the normalŝnα implicitly would require a full inversion proce-
dure, and represents a truly multi-spacecraft and multichannel methodology. In that case,
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however, there is only an implicit weighting of each term: with too few spacecraft, or
too complex definitions of the motion or topology, the information will be conflicting and
optimisation with respect to all coefficients will not be possible. An explicit use of the
normals, however, can be viewed as being halfway between the full-blown, combined
methodology and the discrete methodology we have discussed in the preceding sections
(where curvature actually exists). Such an explicit minimisation combines the normalsn̂

α,
determined separately with each spacecraft data set, in the scheme of the variance defined
above. The normals, considered to be independently calculated (and therefore part of the
input data), must be weighted according to the confidence we have in them in the light
of the uncertainties that they may possess as discussed in section11.5.2(random or sys-
tematic). In the case of a planar structure, for instance, in which systematic uncertainties
would not be present, this reduces to the planar-DA method.

Clearly, one can also limit the procedure by primarily solving for the motion (given an
assumption of fixed curvature) or for the curvature (given an assumption of fixed motion).
Under the assumptions of lowest order curvature and constant motion, the minimisation is
much simplified. The addition of more spacecraft, of other measurements (relatingv, n̂,
B, etc.), or other physical relations (for example, coplanarity, Rankine-Hugoniot relations
for shocks), can also allow some statistical optimisation (by general least squares or other
means) of motional or curvature parameters. For planar structure, for example, equations
analogous to the type presented in equation (11.10) can be directly solved forv and n̂

(as in theRussell et al.[1983] study). The issue of weighting is then not relevant, of
course, since the normals are not independently calculated. Hence the inversion is a little
artificial in these cases and only mutually consistent with the macroscopic assumptions,
not necessarily the data characteristics.

11.6 Conclusions

This chapter has introduced a methodology for a magnetic field-based, discontinuity
analyser technique which is suitable for multi-spacecraft analysis. It has discussed con-
ceptually the issues arising for the study of different structures, particularly separating the
approach required for (nearly) planar structures and significantly curved discontinuities.
We also describe the application of the method to simulated and actual data (from 2 or
more spacecraft). Such application of the discontinuity analyser (DA) technique requires
more detailed examples in the future to fully test its behaviour. The success of the analysis
depends on the degree of stationarity, and the planarity properties, of events and tests for
these form part of the analysis. These pre-selection methods have been explicitly described
here and have been implied in the description of procedure. The restrictions introduced by
limitations in the number of spacecraft has also been addressed.

The planar technique, together with the associated motional analysis, has been demon-
strated here, using example output from simulated data. The method relies on the indepen-
dent determination of boundary normals to give a direct demonstration of planarity, which
endows this method with an internal consistency between the (planar) model and the data
characteristics. We have explored the natural progression from motional to topological pa-
rameters which can be extracted by considering, in degrees, the introduction of curvature.
Thus, for planar structures one can potentially determinev‖, a‖, and a uniquên for the
boundary. Uncertainties lead to a playoff between the determination ofv‖ anda‖, how-
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ever, and events need to be particularly clean (in terms of noise, or the absence of complex
properties) to analyse deviations from planarity. If the structure is non-planar, less infor-
mation can be determined about the motion. The nature of the obtained parameters of
course also depend upon the degree of stationarity found.

In general, therefore, topological and motional parameters compete for their represen-
tation in the data and typically we must attempt a lowest order determination of them,
or know, or make assumptions, about their presence for particular events. For instance,
two main issues regarding curvature analysis (surface fitting) are firstly, that the nature
of the motion must be assumed (say, that of constant velocity) in order to attempt the
analysis, and secondly, that boundary normals must be determined independently to give
information on the surface geometry, where single spacecraft methods (MVA) for this de-
termination are sensitive to the presence of curvature in the magnetic field. Data examples
have been discussed to investigate this sensitivity as well as the general effect of natural
noise, present in real (measured) events. A possible selection test, suitable for thin bound-
aries (for which the effect on the normals is minimised), has been proposed. It is apparent,
then, that internal consistency of the method is weakened with the adaption to curved sit-
uations, except within the thin boundary data regime. We explored briefly the problem of
constructing a self-consistent procedure for the curved-DA method.

We have had in mind an assumption that “multi-” actually means up to four spacecraft,
this being the minimum required for adequate, three dimensional sampling. Although, in
principle, the method can be generalised to any number of spacecraft, the method pro-
posed here may not be the best which can be devised. Multi-instrument data, of course,
may also extend the method. The use of other measured quantities than the magnetic field
can add information on the properties of the structure sampled if used independently in the
analysis. Its combined use, in a multi-spacecraft sense, must be treated with caution, how-
ever, because of the disparity in data resolution and quality of common quantities (see, for
example, Chapters8 and9, for caveats on use of multi-instrument data in single spacecraft
analysis, and Chapters6 and17, for a discussion of plasma moment determination and
use).

In summary, if a structure is non-planar, it is difficult, if not impossible, to characterise
its topology and motion fully. Direct analysis of surface topology is limited by the need
to ensure internal consistency with the normal analysis, i.e. any surface analysis will af-
fect the interpretation of the normals. Thus, curvature effects cannot be unambiguously
determined in most situations. It is never known whether the curvature analysis is fun-
damentally in error as a result of an acceleration in the motion which has not been taken
into account. Furthermore, for real events, determination of non-planar surface forms will
depend upon the separation of noise and quality of each spacecraft normal from the pa-
rameters sought, as well as on the degree of stationarity found. For these reasons, we also,
briefly, introduced the concept of a combined self-consistent methodology, which involves
defining and solving a full inversion problem. The crux of this approach lies in the weight-
ing of the various elements during the minimisation process, which endows the technique
with its self-consistency. This will provide a fruitful area of development for the future.
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Appendix

11.A Model Examples

A number of simple models have been employed to simulate a pure boundary structure
(to which wave, noise and instrumental effects can be added). Some of these, and their
properties, have been presented inDunlop et al.[1996] and are therefore not reproduced
here. The tangential field models are briefly defined below as key examples used in the
tests of the technique summarised in Section11.4.

11.A.1 Planar Model

The simplest model used to generate the data for a planar tangential discontinuity is
defined as follows. In model cartesian coordinatesBz is zero, whileBx andBy depend
only on the coordinatez, thereby ensuring a divergence-free field. In the particular model
chosen the magnetic field maintains a constant magnitude while rotating in thexy plane
from parallel to thex axis for z � 0 to an angleθ0 to thex axis for z � 0, the major
change taking place betweenz± d, the thickness of the discontinuity.

Mathematically this is expressed as

B = B (cosθ(z) , sinθ(z) , 0)

whereB is the magnitude of the field andθ(z) rotates the field through an angleθ0 across
the discontinuity, thus:

θ(z) =
θ0

2
{1 + tanh(z/d)}

Figure11.11a is a schematic diagram of the model.

11.A.2 Non-Planar Models

We shall define two basic models for a pure 2-D discontinuity, in both of which the
strength of the field decreases to zero on approaching the boundary from one side, before
flipping direction and increasing its strength on the other side. Mathematically, they are
defined as follows:

b = ∇ϕ × ẑ ; ϕ ≡ B0l log

[
2 cosh

(
g(x, y)

σ

)]
where 2σ is the boundary thickness andg(x, y) = const represents a set of curves as
described below.

There are two interesting classes of this type of model which have been used in the
simulation tests of the planar-DA technique (see Section11.4), namely: point-similar and
curve-similar.

1. Point-similar
The essential features of this model are depicted in Figure11.11b, where, for illus-
tration, we have taken a circular geometry, with

g(x, y) ≡ R −

√
x2 + (y − R)2 ; y < R
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Figure 11.11: Schematics of the form ofB for the example models discussed in the text.
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andR is the radius of curvature of the surface of the discontinuity in thexy plane.
The point(0, R) is its centre in this plane (the surface is of infinite extent in the
z-direction).

2. Curve-similar
For this class

g(x, y) ≡ y − f (x)

wherey = f (x) represents the surface of the discontinuity in thexy plane. To
illustrate this, consider two forms of surface.

(a) A parabolic discontinuity, for whichf (x) ≡ ax2
; a = 1/2R, with R being

the radius of curvature of the parabola at its nose (x = 0). Figure11.11c shows
the characteristics of this model.

(b) The circular discontinuity, for whichf (x) ≡ R −
√
R2 − x2, whereR is

defined as before, depicted in Figure11.11d.

The principal difference between the models lies in the position of the field lines (and
hence the current distributions) on either side of the discontinuity surface, relative to the
boundary itself. In the first case, point-similar, the field lines follow the shape of the
surface at a constant distance perpendicular to the closest point on the surface. Thus, for
a circular discontinuity, Figure11.11b, the field lines are semicircles with the same centre
point(0, R), but with different radii as compared to the surface. The corresponding case of
a parabolic geometry, for the point-similar class, is a little more subtle. On the other hand,
the curve-similar, models have field lines which are a constanty-distance from the surface.
For example, consider the case of a semicircular surface for this class, as in Figure11.11d.
It is seen that the field lines are semicircles of the same radius, but different centre points
(displaced along they axis) as compared to the surface. A similar geometry is apparent in
the parabolic case, Figure11.11c.

Curve similar models are easier to construct analytically (and computationally), but
possess some undesirable features. These are that for a general surface,y = f (x), the
current density can increase monotonically away from the nose atx = 0, whereas for the
point-similar model the current is naturally constant along the surface of the discontinuity.
Furthermore, for the circular cases, the curve similar model does not describe the field
outside of the region,−R < x < R, while the point-similar model does.

Finally, the point-similar model allows the field lines to evolve from straight (y =

−∞) to finite curvature geometry (y > −∞), whereas this is not the case for curve-similar
models. One drawback of the circular, point-similar model is that the current density can
approach a delta function at the centre point(0, R). The point similar model is used in
the simulations described later in Section11.4, being cautious not to approach the centre
point.
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